
Community Insights from ‘The Valley’1

Dedicated to the eradication of saints falling away when they are not connected with the support of genuine
community because it’s so easy for darkness to overtake us when we are alone. This is prompted by the suicide
of one of our young men, a seer, who voluntarily broke fellowship and moved away from our support network.

Also, the attempted suicide of a highly prophetic mature man who also broke fellowship with us.

‘The Valley’ is part of a series of spiritual experiences of Rick Joyner that he recorded.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

• Koinonia2 (genuine community) is built by the King, not by people.

• Koinonia manifests as ‘family’.

• Koinonia is not the purpose of gathering, but it’s the fruit of the saints gathering.

• Koinonia is the fruit of being committed to a higher purpose – a Kingdom purpose. 

• Koinonia is dependent on staying focused on the higher purpose. 

• The valley trials make us spiritually stronger and naturally more resilient.

• Our  task  as  Kingdom  Community  members  is  to  bring  healing  to  our  brothers  and  sisters  so  our
fellowship can deepen and not be destroyed.

• Our task is also to rescue any members who have been captured by the enemy and removed themselves
from fellowship.

• The community’s  main job is to gather the fallen, wounded, or disoriented believers, not to make new
converts, which is a distraction.

• Most people who are emotionally wounded do not want to be healed.

• People need healing from the damages caused by others as well as their unrighteous attitudes.

• Those who are badly wounded don’t fit properly into genuine community.

• Not everyone wants to be healing emotionally.

• Most wounded are selfish as they focus on their own needs.

• The non-seriously wounded should serve the seriously wounded rather than being served by others.

• A selfish, entitled attitude is poison that can destroy a community.

• Because of the way the Body functions the wounded don’t stay wounded for long as healing ministry
becomes so effective that all wounds are healed fast.

• The only ones who are not healed are those that get separated from the group. These will usually get
picked off quickly by the enemy and join his team.

• The  enemies  that  are  the  most  effective  against  community  are  criticism,  accusation,  and  self-
righteousness. 

• Great losses come from greed and lust.

• Even the smallest unhealed wound is a very serious matter as the enemy gets more effective at finding
unhealed wounds to sow his poison. This is where many of the divisions can came from.

• The most dangerous attacks are innuendos coming from similar community groups which are fuelled by
jealousy and distrust. 

• Verbal attacks need to be confronted by stating that they are not true, rather than by attacking those who
make the attacks.

1 – Rick Joyner (2018) “The Path” ‘Fire on the Mountain Book 2’ [kindle]
2 – Greek: ‘Christian fellowship’ or ‘communion’ (1 John 1:7)
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• One  of  the  enemy’s  most  brilliant  strategies  is  to  have  agents  who  sow  self-pity  everywhere.  This
produces a victim mentality in most groups which makes everyone feel hurt, mad, and quick to blame
others for their pain. It keeps them away from the things that heal their wounds. 

• Actively  attack  what  is  sent  against  you  –  all  unrighteous  thoughts  and  the  attitudes  that  are  the
foundations of these.

• Selfishness and self-centredness in ALL their forms are our ‘Achilles’ heel’.

• Trust needs to be earned.

• Accept those who are likely to genuinely fit in.

• Evaluate troublesome members.

• Be free to release those who don’t fit in.

• Watch for those who bring in trouble.

• Challenge trouble being caused by members.

• The enemy tries to capture the wounded first, and then go after the wanderers.

• Spiritual food (rhema) and Living Water are both essential to strengthen a person for the opposition that
comes against them.

• The fastest way to get wounded healed is to have them serve others and get their attention off themselves. 

• Those who aren’t willing to serve should miss out on being served until they start taking care of their own
needs.

• Those who refuse to look after their own needs and serve others should be left behind so their poison
doesn’t contaminate the community.

• When demonic messengers encounter teams who actively look after the wounded, they leave them well
alone.

• Draw close to the King first. As we get closer to him we will get even closer to each other.

• We will go through times that will help us to grow stronger in our unity, and then times that will test our
unity.

•  Everything that God does is tested with fire. 

• Not everyone will want to be returned to community.

• There is a time for comfort, rest, and focusing on building one another up, but not in the midst of raging
battles against the enemy.

• Disputes in the group mean we’ve lost our edge – i.e. lost focus of what we’ve been assigned to do.

• Groups that become self-focused inevitably fall to selfishness and self-centredness.

• Each time you go through the valley you become stronger and develop more functionality.

• Fighting the enemy and healing the wounded work to form amazing character in members. 

• Fierce resolution tempered by compassion is required to be victorious in the valley.

• Healing the wounded must become so effective that most will recover and be quickly restored.

• Genuine community that is Spirit-led should see everyone find their primary job in the group so they
become engaged all the time.

• Engagement means there’s not much time or opportunity for the rumours and divisiveness that plague
groups.

• Community members must have vision, purpose, and a personal destination.

• Lawlessness and legalism can creep into our lives if we stop moving and growing in The Lord.

• If too much time is taken to prepare the people better by equipping and training them, there’s less time to
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gather the many wounded and scattered and restore them. The right balance is needed. 

• New converts must be discipled.

• The main thing the Spirit did to build the strength and cohesion of the entire movement was to especially
anoint the small groups.

• Anointed groups are the heartbeat of the new movement as they grow in life and vitality.

• Strategically and tactically, there is a need to learn how to take in large numbers, but also ensure that they
are taught, trained, equipped, and then engaged in their purpose as fast as possible.

• The main ‘devotion’ each day is simply to seek the Lord’s instructions and carry them out.

• As strong as a group becomes, internal division can always appear.

• The threat against the group is not how big the enemy is but what the enemy is (i.e. how it manifests.)

• Dealing with the attacks of the enemy makes the community more effective and the lessons learnt need to
be shared with other groups.

• To bystanders, the attacks by Christians on each other will seem like civil war in the church.

• The height of pride is when we consider it’s actually our faith.

• Surviving fights against the enemy bonds the members of community like nothing else can.

• Unity is what the Lord is after, not numbers of people.

• Unity is very important for future battles.

• The community is destined to be instrumental in restoring damaged churches, ministries and missions.

• Fighting the enemy can’t be the only focus as the focus must include building up the members of the
Body.

• We are to build fortresses of truth where sound teaching and healing is available to all.

• Permanent refuges need to be available for the weary and wounded.

• Not every group has to take the same path. They all have different assignments and destinies.

• Each of us has a personal angel who know us better that we know ourselves.

• We need to get to know our personal angel.

• The difficulties of the path are to learn that the Lord is always with us and so are the angels. 

• We are to learn to see the Lord everywhere, not just when we’re in his presence.

• To see the Lord in every step is to “walk in truth”.

• The valley is to help fashion the saints into what they are called to be as the ekklesia.

• No one truly serving the King is captured by the enemy, only those who serve their own interests are
captured.

• We may think we have caused more chaos and darkness during our journey, but it’s because we have
exposed it, not because there is more of it.

• We expose people for who they really  are  because not  everyone who uses the Lord’s  name actually
follows him.

• Being “seated” with the King allows us to see things as they really are.

• The main  enemy of  achieving our  Kingdom purpose is  the  deception  that  we put  more  faith  in  our
inadequacies than in our King’s ability. 

• Those with some level of leadership should manage their own area, but call for help from oversight if
disruption and rebellion begins to get out of hand.

• Former leaders needed to be healed so they can be taught basic Kingdom leadership principles – mostly
discipleship and the fast delegation of authority. 
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• In genuine community ‘retooled’ leaders almost never revert back to authoritarian or centralized control.

• Even though there is visible human leadership, everyone needs to seek to follow The Lord and be used by
The Holy Spirit.

• The best overseers are those who are the most sensitive to letting The Holy Spirit lead.

• Presumption in leadership will stand out as so incongruous that it will become very rare.

• Any who became possessive of a part of the work, or self-seeking or self-promoting, will stand out and be
humbled so quickly that it will also become rare. 

• Exchanging leaders between small groups shouldn’t make any noticeable difference because the King is in
control and the groups are his design.

• Those who are trained in leadership and show leadership readiness should be released to build and lead
their own group.

• Trained leaders know the King’s voice and how to stay close to him.

• Splitting is for reproduction, not for division (i.e. heresy3), as community must be maintained.

• Reproduction can occur when the community gets too big for their purpose.

• Groups must split when the Spirit tells them.

• Splitting can not  be put  off  because the members  are  enjoying the fellowship – our  purpose for  the
Kingdom takes priority over our feelings.

• The apostolic and the prophetic will know when it’s time to reproduce.

• Large groups cannot move forward spiritually because the newcomers and wounded hold them back.

• Large numbers of small groups are not the harvest at the end of the Age, just the preparation for it.

• There’s a lot of preparation needed just to oversee a great number of groups.

• The oversight with large groups is there just to give general direction and to help direct the repositioning
of the groups and resources to meet opportunities and needs. 

• Rick Joyner observed: “The successful [groups] were those that had taken seriously the mandate to attack
the enemy strongholds at every opportunity. This not only kept the enemy on his heels and less able to
attack them, but more importantly, it kept them with an edge and focus that was hard for the enemy to
attack—from within or without. This also gave little opportunity for petty relational conflicts to arise
that keep groups more inward focused than outward.” (p:75)

• Rick Joyner observed:  “When the small group movement began, each one had an emphasis, such as
healing, teaching, prayer, growing in the gifts of The Spirit, etc. As these groups matured they became
general gatherings where everyone would bring something to the meetings according to the biblical
exhortation Paul gave to the Corinthians. One might bring a short teaching, another a song, another a
testimony, a prayer, a word of knowledge, etc. Because of this, every meeting was unique and could go
in any direction that The Spirit led. This made them much more organic and powerful. Everyone came
to them with the expectation of watching The Spirit do something marvelous, and rarely was anyone
disappointed…The Holy Spirit would move in the most fascinating and brilliant ways. More often than
not, there would be a harmony in the overall message and flow of the meeting that was so extraordinary
that we recognized no human hand could have done this. Those who left these meetings knew they had
been in the presence of The Lord and had learned greatly about His ways. In this way each gathering
became something where virtually everyone who came would know that The Holy Spirit had spoken
directly to them, taught them, healed them, or touched them in some way. These meetings became more
about meeting with The Holy Spirit than meeting with other people. This caused the koinonia to grow.
There is no bonding between people like there is when you experience The Lord together, or when He
uses you to touch someone else. As stated, this all worked to bring us to the place where the main source
of the power and life of the entire movement was the small groups.” (p:77-78)

3 – Greek: ‘Heresy’ means to cause a split in fellowship for any reason, good or bad.
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• Rick Joyner observed: “Those that became separated and picked off by the enemy were the ones that were
not quick to forgive, or were easily offended. They could be very strong, wise, and mature in every other
way, but these two things would make them vulnerable. As we learned, this forgiveness and the resolve
not to be offended were messages shared repeatedly throughout the camps. We also learned to watch out
for any who were succumbing to offense, or were not forgiving quick enough.” (p:79)

• Rick Joyner observed:  “Over time the nature of the accusations being hurled at the movements in the
valley became increasingly extreme. We did not pay much attention to these at first because it seemed
that they were getting so extreme that no thinking person would take them seriously. That proved to be a
big mistake as there were not as many 'thinking' people as we supposed. For a long time the enemy had
worked at changing education into indoctrination, especially in the mentality of the Accuser. It was
paying off  for  him.  Everyone who was  not  in  a  tight  group that  watched  out  for  each  other  was
beginning to suffer almost constant wounding, and people started to react more to pain than to reason.
The effect of the constant accusations and rumors was that the people were quickly conditioned to
accept them.” (p:80)

• Rick Joyner observed:  “A factor that had made us vulnerable to what unfolded was how our successes
had caused us to become contemptuous of the evil horde. We were almost daily recovering our brethren
who had been captured by it because it was so easy to raid. We did not even suspect that this was setting
us up for  the enemy's biggest  weapon of  all—pride.  As our  contempt for the evil  horde grew,  our
vigilance  gradually  decreased.  For  this  reason  it  became  easier  for  the  enemy  to  raid  us  and  to
surround us with every evil power. Then they began to get inside the camp. The Lord warned us over
and over through dreams, visions, and the watchmen, but we had become so comfortable and arrogant
that we could not hear the warnings, or even see the signs that we were vulnerable.” (p:80)

• Rick Joyner observed: “When the onslaught began, we were fighting in every direction from without and
within, and against a fury we had not experienced before. The results were immediate and devastating,
then they got worse. In just a few days our conversation had gone from how to totally defeat the enemy
horde to wondering if any of us would survive. The casualties from friendly fire were soon as great as
those from the evil ones. Large groups started breaking away from the main body and disappeared into
the valley. Some of these reappeared to viciously attack us.” (p:80-81)

• Rick Joyner observed:  “The enemy horde had been populated mostly by captured, deceived Christians.
The horde called itself "the true church" and was recognized by most non-Christians as the real church.
We were "outside the camp", and most of the groups like us that were fighting through the valley were
now considered cults or sects that were in rebellion to the church.” (p:82)

• Rick Joyner observed: “The evil horde was considered to be the true church now by most of the wounded
people in the valley. With such poison flowing through them, the people began to accuse the evil horde
for their problems. With the atmosphere so charged with bitterness and rage, the extreme accusations
made against  the  horde rose very  fast,  and soon even eclipsed  what  had been hurled  at  us.  Then
different groups within the horde started blaming and turning on the others in their company. The
meltdown and devastation came fast, and was so complete that we just stood and marveled. A result of
this was that the multitude of Christian captives were freed, but still  very wounded, oppressed, and
bound in spirit. We then tried to move as close to the battle as we could to help recover those that could
be healed. Some could, but some were so wounded from this catastrophe that they were much more
outraged and toxic than those we had met the first night in the valley. We were able to help a few, but
only a few.” (p:82-83)

• Rick Joyner observed: “Powerful spirits of fear were moving in to gather the horde again into an army
bound together by fear. Soon the evil horde was bigger than before, and growing. There was nothing
Christian about it any longer—it was a religion, and a very dark one. We had no choice but to back
off.” (p:84)

• King Jesus stated: “Though much of the world now thinks that My church is being destroyed, My church
was only strengthened by what has happened. My church has always been a remnant—mostly hidden
ones within the multitudes who have claimed to serve Me.” (p:91)
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• King Jesus stated:  “You think that because you lost so many people to that evil horde that you lost My
people who were in your care. I am My people's Shepherd, and I have never lost a single one. I had
many people in that evil horde that are now free because their eyes were opened to what it truly was—
another Tower of Babel. Men have built many things using My name, but they were really building to
make names for themselves. Many continue to have the folly of thinking that they can reach heaven by
their own wisdom and strength, like the first tower in Babel.”  (p:91)

• King Jesus stated: “I chose you for this job because you are perfect for the job,” He answered. “I made
you, and I prepared you. One reason I chose you is revealed by your question—you care about those I
put in your care, and you do your best to do a good job with everything I give you to do. You must be
more at peace about your inadequacies. They will be the areas of your greatest strength when you learn
to rest more in Me, trust Me more.”  (p:91)

• King Jesus stated: “Your shame over your failures is like anchors holding you back. I paid the price for
your failures and your sins. If you have repented and still feel shame, this means that you really do not
think My sacrifice was enough to pay for them. When you fail to rest in Me and what I have done for
you as you should, you begin to move in your own strength. That will wear you out and weaken you so
that sin is able to afflict you. It is hard to have good judgment when you're tired.” (p:92)

  

Laurence
1-1-2019
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)
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